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All about

ME
NAME:

favorite ANIMAL

draw
self

portrait

favorite NATURE
ACTIVITIES

favorite PLACE

Favorite
NATURE SOUND

favorite BIRDfavorite COLOR
of flower 

my
BIRTHDAY

favorite THING in
NATURE

favorite TYPE 
of weather

favorite insect

favorite
SEASON
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FALL

Field Notes
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FALL 
NATURE 
WALK HUNT

 A pine cone or pine needle
 A rock that is white or partially white
 A rock that has black or brown in it
 A stick
 An acorn
 Something soft
 A cloud
 An orange leaf
 Something smooth
 A fallen tree
 Something perfectly round
 A river, a pond, a stream, or a puddle
 A red leaf
 A yellow leaf
 A brown leaf
 Something that smells
 A rock that is smaller than a bean
 A pretty weed
 Something sharp
 A tree stump
 Something that smells good
 Mud
 Something black
 A tree with rough bark
 A tree with smooth bark

Take a nature walk and mark 
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The Sound of Leaves
On a day with a little breeze, take a few minutes to close your eyes and listen to the wind in the 
leaves. How do the leaves sound?

Leaves Up Close
The tiny little veins in leaves transport food, water, and minerals to the plant. Collect several leaves 
and study the pattern of veins. Those patterns did not happen by chance. God, the greatest Artist 
of all, created those patterns.

Draw the vein patterns of two different leaves.

Draw the veins of a leaf here. Draw the veins of a leaf here.

LEAVES UP-CLOSE
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Tree Study:
Find three amazing trees. Write interesting 
facts about them below.  Draw them, or paste 
pictures of them.
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BEFORE

Draw a picture of the 
original space, or take 
a picture and glue it on 
this page. Then write 
what you are going to do 
to make the space more 

Make A Space More Beautiful:
Just as God created beauty on this earth, He 
wants us to make things beautiful too! 

This could take a day or several months. You could choose a garden area, the space within 
a flower pot, a corner of your yard, and so on. You could even do service by helping weed 
a needy neighbor’s flower bed or picking up trash in an area of your community.

AFTER
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TYPE ___________________________

TYPE ___________________________ TYPE ___________________________

Collect three different types of leaves. Draw the leaves in 
the blank boxes or glue them in the boxes. Write the type 
of leave edge for each leaf.

LEAF EDGE

Lobed
Notched

Serrated

Smooth
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DARK GREEN

BLACK

PINK

TAN

BLUE

WHITE

DARK PURPLE

MAROON

BROWN

GRAY

RED

DARK BLUE

YELLOW

LIGHT GREEN

ORANGE

LIGHT PURPLE

Go on a nature hunt to find colors in nature. As you find 
colorful things in nature, draw what you see. 

Nature Color Bingo:
Try to fill an entire row vertically, horizontally,
or diagonally.
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FLOWER PARTS

Find a flower, illustrate it, and label at least three parts 
of the flower.
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Tape or glue seeds that you find in nature in the boxes below.

SEED

SEED

SEED

SEED

SEED

SEED

SEED

SEED

SEED

Seed Collection:
Almost all plants grow from seeds, but they come 
in many different forms. Go on a hunt for seeds.
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